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Abstract

Volumetric CO2 data from patients in anaesthesia delivery systems are
sought after by physicians. The CO2 data obtained with the commonly
used sidestream sampling technique are not considered adequate for vol-
umetric CO2 estimation due to distortion and desynchrony with patient
flow. The purpose of this thesis was to explore the possibility of using
signal enhancing methods to the sidestream data to accurately estimate
CO2 flow using a Flow-i anaesthesia delivery system.

To evaluate sidestream performance, experimental data was acquired
using a mainstream and a sidestream capnograph connected in series to
a FRC test lung with known CO2 content, ventilated by a Flow-i anaes-
thesia machine. The data was then enhanced and analysed using signal
processing methods including sigmoid modelling and neural networks.

A Feed Forward Neural Network achieved results closest resembling
the mainstream capnogram of the evaluated signal processing methods.
The mainstream capnogram, considered the benchmark, produced large
internal scattering and approximately 25 % offset from actual CO2 flow
while using the inherent patient flow data produced by the Flow-i anaes-
thesia system. When using patient flow data from a Servo-i ventilator,
the resulting CO2 flow estimates were drastically improved, producing
estimates within 10 % error.

This thesis concludes that there are several potential processing meth-
ods of the sidestream data to approximate the mainstream signal, however
the patient flow of the Flow-i system are a suspected source of error in
the CO2 flow estimation.
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1 Introduction

Capnographs has long been considered an essential tool for anaesthesia practise.
A capnograph is a sensor used to measure partial pressure of CO2 in exhaled
breath, expressed as CO2 partial pressure over time. The carbon dioxide con-
centration and curvature have clinical values and can be used to asses disease
severity and patient status [1]. The level of CO2 is affected by both ventila-
tory settings and of metabolism, making capnography an important indicator
of respiratory function and ventilatory status.

There are two main techniques of capnography, the mainstream technique
and the sidestream technique. The mainstream technique utilises a capnograph
placed on the patient tubing, e.g. between the patient and the Y-piece of the
ventilator. The mainstream capnograph measures directly on the breathing
circuit and is thus quick and synchronised with the patient flow. The main-
stream sensor does however add weight on the tubings which increase the risk
of dislocation the tracheal tube and the sensor require additional calibration.

The sidestream technique, common in anaesthesia systems, uses a sampling
tube that continuously pumps a fixed flow out of the circuitry through a sam-
pling tube to a gas analyser. The sidestream technique is easily manageable and
versatile as it is not a dedicated capnograph sensor, it is also used to measure
other gasses such as oxygen and anaesthesia agents. The pumping of gas sam-
ples does however pose a time delay relative to the patient flow and distortion
of the gasses through diffusion and imperfect suction flow rate.

Clinically, the end tidal CO2 (ETCO2), are often used to assess the carbon
dioxide levels of the patients ventilated by an anaesthesia system. Several stud-
ies [2] [3] indicate that the ETCO2 measured with a sidestream capnograph are
comparable with a capnograph located at mainstream, though the distortion
of the sidestream capnogram is too great for volumetric capnography. A volu-
metric capnogram is expired CO2 partial pressure plotted against tidal volume,
and offers additional information of patient cardiorespiratory function and are
a better estimate of CO2 content in patient blood [4] [5].

A volumetric capnogram during anaesthesia are sought for by physicians due
to the physiologically interesting information obtained, combined with the non-
invasive nature of the procedure. As many anaesthesia systems are equipped
with the sidestream technique, a way to estimate the mainstream capnogram
using a sidestream signal would therefore be of great interest, and could have sev-
eral important implications for the anaesthesia practice. Using signal enhancing
methods to estimate a mainstream equivalent using the sidestream capnograph,
no additional hardware would be required to use the volumetric capnography
in the anaesthesia field. To the best of this authors knowledge, no attempts of
estimating CO2 flow has been done using enhanced sidestream signal preceding
this thesis.
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1.1 Background

Prior to this thesis, a project to investigate the possibility of using the sidestream
technique to accurately estimate CO2 volume expired per breath had been ini-
tialised by Maquet Critical Care (MCC). The main difficulties to solve are to
remove the distortions of the sidestream capnogram and to align the data with
patient flow accurately. The project has done some progress in its evaluation of
the sidestream to mainstream capnography technique, but is still in a pre-study
stage. A considerable amount of data had been recorded using an experimental
setup in the anaesthesia laboratory located at the facilities, and a basic method-
ology of acquiring and importing data to a MATLAB script had been developed
before the start of this thesis.

Some exploration of whether or not the sidestream CO2 signal was adequate
to be directly used for volume capnometry had been determined to be inade-
quate. Consequentially, several methods to estimate mainstream CO2 had been
considered, but nothing with satisfactory results.

1.2 Goal of thesis

This thesis purpose is to investigate, evaluate and develop the signal process-
ing method for carbon dioxide flow estimation using CO2 partial pressure and
patient respiratory flow at the Y-piece. The goal of the thesis is to identify
the sources of error in the signal acquisition and/or preprocessing stages and to
propose a solution in order to improve the estimation of CO2 flow.

1.3 Out of Scope

This thesis will focus on the CO2 flow estimates on adult patients, and ex-
clude neonate cases. The computational costs of the developed methodology
are considered but not measured nor analysed.
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2 Method

2.1 Data acquisition

This chapter will present the reader with the details of how the data was col-
lected in the laboratory. The experimental setup and instruments as well as
how the data were recorded are described in this chapter.

2.1.1 Laboratory setup

The data used in this project were acquired in an anaesthesia laboratory located
in the MCC facility in Stockholm, Solna. The laboratory is fully equipped with
wall outlets for air, oxygen and nitrogen. All data were collected in the same
manner in the same laboratory environment and with the same setup.

In order to facilitate comparison between mainstream and sidestream capno-
grams, the laboratory setup was designed to simultaneously record data from
a mainstream and a sidestream capnograph during ventilation of a Functional
Residue Capacity (FRC) test lung with 1.8 litre capacity. The FRC lung was
equipped with fans to ensure homogeneous gas mixing within the lung. A Flow-i
Anaesthesia Machine (Getinge Group) ventilated the lung with a medical air
and oxygen mixture, using a sidestream sampling tube (2.18 m) connected in
series with a mainstream capnograph (CAPNOSTAT5 Mainstream CO2 Sen-
sor, Respironics inc.). The mainstream capnograph was placed proximate to
the tracheal tube of the FRC test lung and connected to a Servo-i Maquet ven-
tilator. The connection between the mainstream and the lung consisted of a
silicone tube containing 140 ml which approximately corresponds to an adult
anatomic deadspace [6]. The Servo-i ventilates a secondary test lung in order
to produce data, though only the mainstream capnograph data are of interest,
the rest discarded.

The sidestream capnograph was placed in series with the mainstream capno-
graph close to the Y-piece of the anaesthetic circuit. A box diagram overview
of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 1 and a photo of the setup with
key components marked out in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of experimental setup

Figure 2: Photo of experimental setup in the laboratory
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The FRC test lung was fed with a known CO2 flow using a CO2 flask con-
taining 100 % carbon dioxide. A constant flow regulator depressurised the CO2

and ensured a continuos flow, and was calibrated to 100 ml CO2/min with a vol-
umetric gas flow meter (FLEXCAL series, MesaLabs) before connected directly
in to the FRC lung. The Flow-i underwent a full System Checkout according to
manufacturer instructions before each usage. The Servo-i machine underwent a
similar checkout procedure, and, in addition, the mainstream capnograph was
calibrated using the internal reference cell, which is the recommended calibra-
tion procedure built into the module.

During a test sequence, the Flow-i was controlled and data recorded using
custom made software. The software alters settings on the machine automati-
cally as specified in a protocol sheet the program reads from, and records mea-
sured parameters such as patient flow, pressure and sidestream carbon dioxide
levels. A second program, also a custom made program developed by MCC, was
used to record the Servo-i ventilator data, though only the carbon dioxide levels
recorded by the mainstream in the anaesthesia system circuit are of interest.

The data recorded of the FRC circuit, such as pressure, flow, breath phases,
and CO2 concentration from both sidestream and mainstream are stored as a
.RAW file and imported to MATLAB for further processing and analysis.

This setup was similar to earlier studies performed by McEvedy and Balogh
[2] [3] and have the advantage of in addition of recording Flow-i data also acquir-
ing mainstream data as a benchmark for comparative purposes. The drawback
of the setup is however that the use of two recording software ensues a desyn-
chronization between the two capnographs that must be manually accounted
for. The setup might also have some discrepancy of a physiological lung, for
instance uneven emptying of pathological lungs and other natural occurring ir-
regularities. However, for the purpose of a prestudy in sidestream capnograph
performance this setup was deemed adequate.

2.1.2 Settings

Specified in the protocol prior to a measurement, machinery settings are ad-
justed, such as Respiratory Rate (RR), Positive End-Expiratory Pressure (PEEP),
Pressure Above PEEP (PAP), Inspiratory to Expiratory ratio (I:E) and Pres-
sure Control (PC) or Volume Control (VC). Each measurement typically keeps
all parameters constant except one or two which are gradually increasing or de-
creasing. For each sequence, the same settings are kept for 50 breaths to ensure
that the system stabilises before next change of ventilatory settings. For in-
stance, a ”PEEP-PAP” measurement were performed in Pressure Control with
properties as specified in Table 1.
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Respiratory Rate I:E PEEP PAP

15 1:2 5 5
15 1:2 5 10
15 1:2 5 15
15 1:2 10 5
15 1:2 10 10
15 1:2 10 15
15 1:2 15 5
15 1:2 15 10
15 1:2 15 15

Table 1: Example of parametric alternation of a pressure measurement

Most experimental series were performed in PC however a few are also done
in VC. The collected data were separated in two, approximately half recorded
data are reserved for training of estimation methods and the other half for
validation of estimation methods. For a full list of settings and units for all
data collected, refer to appendix B and C.

2.2 Signal processing

Collected data from the laboratory were processed through MATLAB in order
to enhance and align data. In this section, an overview of the processing method
will be presented.

2.2.1 Preprocessing

Recorded data from the anaesthesia system and mainstream capnograph were
loaded and stored in a MATLAB script. The laboratory setup are performed in
room temperature and with no extra moisture added to the gas. The machines
are however calibrated to measure expiratory gas near body temperature and
water saturated. In order to adjust for this ambivalence, a BTPS (body temper-
ature, pressure and water vapour saturated) correction are needed. A scaling
factor of 12 % is therefor applied to the data which approximately corresponds
to the inclusion of moisture, pressure and temperature [7]. As the sampling
rate of the Servo-i data are sampled at 100 Hz and Flow-i data are sampled at
different frequencies, all data are interpolated to 100 Hz to ease computations.

Due to the lack of global clocks on the two separate software that recorded
mainstream and Flow-i data separately, a rough alignment must manually be
applied to align the mainstream data to the sidestream. This was done similar
to earlier work [2] [3] by analysing the step-wise changes of the mainstream
and sidestream capnogram curves during changes in CO2 concentration. Once
the mainstream and sidestream are roughly aligned, the delay posed by the
pumping of sidestream sampled gas relative to the measured flow profile must
be accounted for. The flow was measured at the Y-piece whereas the gas samples
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are pumped through the sample tube, through a water trap and into internal
tubing until finally reaching the gas analyser. The time of which the samples
are delayed can be estimated using a simple time = distance

velocity approach, where
the distance compose of the internal and external tubing, and the velocity the
average pump flow. In the setup used for data acquisition in this project, the
tubing remained unaltered, using a tubing with ∼0.7 mm radius and 2.18 m
length and a pump flow set at 200 ml/min.

As a final synchronisation, the CO2 data are further aligned by placing the
midpoint of the normalised decaying curves at the phase shift between expiration
and inspiration. More regarding this under chapter 2.4.

The main- and sidestream CO2 data are normalised in order to ease trans-
formation of the sidestream signal. For each breath, the mean amplitude is ap-
proximated and used to normalise the breath. The mean amplitude are stored
and used to reverse the breath to its original amplitude at a later stage. A
typical normalised sidestream and mainstream signal can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Representation of a typical main and sidestream capnogram, normalised.

2.3 Transforming the Sidestream signal

Various methods for transforming the sidestream to an mainstream equivalent
signal has been considered and evaluated. In this section, four methods are
presented.

2.3.1 Pressure to Flow estimation

The gas samples are pumped from the sidestream using a set pump flow rate,
commonly 200 ml/min, and uses an internal regulatory system in order to main-
tain the same flow rate regardless of measuring settings. However, the pump
flow rate does not stay constant during a measuring sequence, which can be seen
when examining the pump flow data recorded by the Flow-i system in Figure 4.
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The variable pump flow contributes to the distortion of the received sidestream
capnogram, and one hypothesis are that given a high resolution pump flow
knowledge, each CO2 particle could be time compensated, thus removing dis-
tortion of the signal. One way would be to simply use t = s

v equation where the
velocity is the volumetric pump flow for any point, s the tubing volume and t
the time any point of data is delayed.

The integrated monitoring of the pump flow operates at 2 Hz, which for
this kind of filtering is too poor resolution. The pump flow variation is however
correlated with the pressure swings posed by the machinery ventilating, for
instance set by the PAP level. Larger PAP poses larger difficulties for the
integrated pump flow regulator to remain at a constant 200 ml/min level which
is evident in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Pump flow recorded by the Flow-i in the above graph in ml/min. The lower
graph is the measured pressure at the same time.

One way to achieve a pump flow with higher resolution could be to use
system identification and find a transfer function from pressure to flow. This
was tested by placing a gas pressure sensor (UNIK5000, GE) by the Y-piece
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and a TSI flow meter (4000 series, TSI, 0-200 L/min) by the sidestream adaptor
while ventilating a test lung. Recordings of measurements with settings RR 5,
10 and 15 were each paired with PAP 5, 10, 15 and 20 were performed for one
minute on each setting. See Table 2.

Respiratory Rate PEEP PAP

10 5 5
10 5 10
10 5 15
10 5 20

Respiratory Rate PEEP PAP

15 5 5
15 5 10
15 5 15
15 5 20

Respiratory Rate PEEP PAP

20 5 5
20 5 10
20 5 15
20 5 20

Table 2: Pressure to Pump Flow measurement settings

The data were transferred into MATLAB System Identification Toolbox ver-
sion 9.9 (R2018b). The toolbox estimates transfer functions from input to out-
put based on a training sequence, and validated against validation data i.e a
data sequence which were collected using dissimilar settings. The raw training
data can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Training data used to estimate a transfer function from pressure to flow.
The upper plot depicts the measured flow by the sidestream in litre/min. The lower
are the pressure swings simultaneously measured in cmH2O. The pressure settings were
PEEP 5, PAP5, 10 and 15.

The training data were low pass filtered to reduce noise, with cutoff frequency
5.6 Hz. The training data set consisted of a sequence with RR 10, PAP 5, 10
and 15 and PEEP 5.
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Figure 6: Low pass filtered data from Figure 5. The low pass cutoff frequency: 5.6 Hz

A transfer function with two poles and two zeros, Equation 1, was estimated
and achieved 70.55 % fit on validation data with RR 10, PAP 20 and PEEP 5,
see Figure 7.

0.008933s2 + 0.002468s + 2.038 · 10−5

s2 + 6.901s + 0.0009886
(1)
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Figure 7: Validation data produced with RR 15 and PAP 20. The data were low
pass filtered using the same filter settings used on the training data. Transfer function
produces 70.55 % estimated fit.

The transfer function was further assessed using sequences with different RR
than what was used in the training data. In Figure 8 the RR were set to 20,
and the estimate lags behind, producing 38 % fit on data with 10, 15 20 PAP.
Similar results appeared with RR 15.
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Figure 8: Validation data produced with RR 20 and PAP. The data were low pass
filtered using the same filter settings used on the training data. Transfer function
produces 38 % estimated fit.

While the transfer function produces promising results on the validation
data collected at the same RR as the transfer function were based on, it fails
at dissimilar respiratory rates indicating that for each rate, a unique transfer
function is needed or that the transfer from pressure to pump flow must be done
for one breath at a time. Further analysis of this method were interrupted as it
was deemed unlikely that the level of accuracy needed to filter out the sample
tube are achievable with the setup due to noisy pump flow data. Hence, other
methods to transform the sidestream were chosen to investigate further instead.
However, there might be interesting to revisit this method for instance by alter-
ing the experimental setup or through more advanced estimating methods such
as black box variants. More discussion regarding this approach can be found in
section 4.1.

2.3.2 Logistic Sigmoid Function

One method of estimating the mainstream capnograph would be to use a grey
box model of estimation, using a combination of two logistic sigmoid functions
to create a model of the mainstream signal. The mathematical definition reads:

f(x) =
L

1 + e−k(x−x0)
(2)

where L is the sigmoid maximum value, e the natural logarithm, x0 is the x-
value of the midpoint of the curve, and k the steepness of the curve. The idea
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behind this method is that given a stable relationship between the sidestream
and mainstream curvature, that relationship can be used as to scale the k values
and the x0 values of the sidestream to replicate the mainstream.

Definition and Calculation of features of the Sidestream and Main-
stream curvature

In order to determine and analyse the k and x0 values of the sidestream and
mainstream, the k values were defined as rising flank slope and falling flank
slope, and the x0 values interpreted as Plateau Time. The parameters were
calculated for each breath in all validation data, and for each sequence, the
average and the standard deviation (STD) of each parameter value were stored.
For instance, in the measurement depicted in Table 1, 9 averages and STDs
were calculated for each parameter.

Rising & Falling flank Slope calculation
Defined as the tangent slope in the midpoint of the rising and decaying flank
for each breath. Approximated by a tangent given by a first order polynomial
fit of the midpoint and the adjacent data points for each flank.

Plateau Time
In order to determine plateau time, a histogram approach was utilised. The
capnogram were divided into two windows, each window capturing the mid-
point of the capnogram rising and falling flank to the midpoint of the plateau.
The data in the windows were divided into 50 equally large bins using the his-
togram bin count function in MATLAB. Each point in the data window is put
in its corresponding bin containing its value. The plateau will thus represent
bins with several data points, and the edges of the plateau are determined by
the edges of the bins with < 2 hits. This is performed for both sides of each
capnogram and the plateau is measured as the time between the bin edges. See
Figure 9, 10 for an example of determining a plateau start index.
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Figure 9: Bin representation of the
rising flank edge in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Example of segment used to de-
termine starting index of plateau.

Finding feature relationship between Mainstream and Sidestream

Using the slope and width data from the main and sidestream CO2 signals,
potential relationships between the features and ventilatory settings were iden-
tified by plotting the data and sorting the x-axis by different ventilatory settings.
The rising flank slope data can be seen in Figure 11, in this case sorted by in-
creasing pressure settings.

Figure 11: All validation data. Each point represents the average of a ventilatory
sequence. The data are ordered from low PAP to high PAP. The whiskers indicates
the STD.
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The k-value difference between main and sidestream for the rising flank are
fairly static, approximately a factor 4 times larger for any given ventilatory
setting. The rising flank relation are thus interpreted as a static scaling factor,
multiplied with each breaths slope and put into Equation 2.

The falling flank slope are similarly analysed using the validation data aver-
ages of the negative k-value produced at the falling flank, Figure 12. The data
sequences are ordered from low PAP settings to high PAP settings. This curve
implicates a similar relationship as the rising flank figure though with a slightly
larger slope with increasing pressure swings.

Figure 12: All validation data. Each point represent the average at its corresponding
ventilatory setting. The data are ordered from low PAP to high PAP.

The x0 values in Equation 2 corresponds to the width of the breath curve and
are estimated by the plateau approach as described in chapter 2.2.2. The plateau
time is determined for the current breath, scaled up by a quota determined by
the difference between the mainstream and sidestream plateau times. In Figure
13 the mainstream and sidestream plateau time are plotted against the RR at
which each sequence were measured at. An exponentially decaying curve with
higher RR pattern is the result.
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Figure 13: Validation data with I:E setting 1:2. Plateau time is plotted against RR.

In order to examine the relation between side and mainstream, the quota of
sidestream divided by the mainstream plateau time are analysed, see Figure 14.
The data can be interpreted as a declining relationship depending on the RR
using the linear Equation 3.

y(RR) = −0.0059 ·RR + 0.09614 (3)

Figure 14: Sidestream divided by mainstream plateau time fractions plotted against
RR based on data from Figure 13.
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Equation 3 is used to estimate the new desired plateau time of each breath by
measuring the sidestream plateau time and dividing that by the linear equation
dependent on RR. By placing the midpoint of the decaying sigmoid, i.e. the
decaying sigmoids x0 value, by the phase shift between expiration to inspiration,
the x0 of the rising sigmoid can be positioned at the index corresponding to the
new estimated plateau time.

Combining the estimated k values of the logistic sigmoid functions with the
estimated x0 values, a full breath can be modelled using this grey box approach.
The performance of this method are presented in the Results section.

2.3.3 Feed-Forward Neural Network

A Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) was utilised as one of the transfor-
mation methods. A FFNN is a common multilayer network used in many deep
learning models and are particularly used in supervised machine learning when
the desired target is known, as in the case where the mainstream serves as
targets.

Figure 15: A visual adaptation of working principles of a Feed Forward Neural Net-
work

Feed-Forward Neural Networks uses a simplistic input to output mapping, using
an array of inputs connected to a layer of neurons called the hidden layer or
layers. The hidden layers are subsequently connected to a final network output
and can have any number of neurons. A FFNN is unidirectional and informa-
tion flows only in the forward direction.

Training Data
The input data consisted of experimental recordings as described in chapter 2.1.2
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with various settings, including RR ranging from 5 to 35 breaths per minute,
Volume Control (300 to 600 ml Tidal Volume) and Pressure Control (5 to 15
Pressure Above Peep), different Inspiration to Expiration ratios (3:1 to 1:3) and
PEEP varying from 5 to 15. A large variety is thus included in the data, and
for each of the measurements, mainstream data were recorded accordingly. The
training data constitutes approximately five hours worth of recorded data. For a
detailed list of settings used in the training data set, please refer to Appendix B.

Prepare data for FFNN
In this case, an input layer of 41 inputs were used with a single hidden layer
of 10 neurons and a single output node. The window size is thus chosen to 41
inputs, one sample in the middle with 20 samples on each side, which means
that the window size are covering ∼400 ms worth of data for each step.

While training, the main and sidestream data are aligned by the midpoint
of the rising flank.

Figure 16: Description of how the Feed Forward Network are built. The above capno-
gram represents a sidestream and the lower a mainstream. The red marks in the
sidestream represents 41 input nodes, the sliding window. The sliding window are used
to estimate one point of the output mainstream signal.

As shown in Figure 16, the input sidestream data are read by a window of 41
datapoints which maps to a single output target. The neural network fitting app
in MATLABs Deep Learning Toolbox version 12.0 (R2018b) were used to train
the FFNN to transform the sidestream CO2 signal input to the mainstream
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CO2 signal. The network used Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm with
sigmoid activation functions and the training was stopped automatically when
the RMS error stopped decreasing for seven consecutively epochs. The resulting
network were saved as an executable MATLAB function.

2.3.4 Recurrent Neural Network

A second neural network archetype, a recurrent neural network (RNN) was
evaluated. A RNN is a network utilising historic information whereas a Feed
Forward neural network does not. The RNN has two sources of input and uses
an internal memory for predicting the next step. The defining equation for the
model used is

y(t) = f(y(t− 1), y(t− 2), ..., y(t− ni), x(t− 1), x(t− 2), ..., x(t− nj)) (4)

and is called the NARX model. y(t) represents the target value and x(t) the
input i.e sidestream signal, and ni and nj are the number of feedback delays
and input delays respectively.

The same training data were used for the RNN as in the FFNN approach
and aligned in the same way. The NARX networks specifications were chosen
as: ni = 20, nj = 20, hidden layer size = 10 neurons with Levenberg-Marquardt
backpropagation training algorithm. The inputs, x(t), are structured as a X by
2 matrix where the first column is the time vector and second the CO2 data. In
the learning phase, the network uses the actual y(t) as input and learns when
its prediction agrees with the input y(t). Figure 17 depicts the architecture of
the RNN during training.

Figure 17: A representation of the RNN during the training phase. x(t) and y(t) used
as input, with 20 inputs in each, 10 neurons in the hidden layer.

The network training was stopped automatically when the RMS error did
not decrease for seven consecutively epochs. Once trained, the network is closed,
which means that it is restructured in order to loop its predicted historic data,
see Figure 18.
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Figure 18: A representation of the RNN after training. The output are reconnected
and used as input in a looped manner.

2.4 Fine-tuned Synchronisation CO2 Flow calculation

To calculate the expired CO2 flow using the estimated CO2 capnogram, first
the expired tidal CO2 volume is calculated by

V TCO2
= ϕ · CO2frac · s (5)

where ϕ is the measured patient expiratory flow expressed in l/s, and CO2frac

is the estimated expired CO2 concentration. Multiplication of flow, concentra-
tion and time yields V TCO2

which is the expired tidal volume expressed as
l · CO2. To calculate the CO2 flow per minute Equation 6 is used

ϕ̃CO2 = V TCO2 ·RR · 10−3 (6)

where RR is expressed in breath/minute and ϕ̃CO2
the estimated CO2 ml/

minute flow.
However, in order to multiply CO2 with flow, the patient flow and CO2 must

be aligned appropriately. The CO2 data are aligned to the correct breath phase
by the time = distance

velocity approach as explained in chapter 2.2.1 however in order
to yield the correct ϕ̃CO2

through point by point multiplication the alignment
must be precise.

At the start of an inspiration, fresh gas is supplied to the patient contain-
ing little to none CO2. Consequentially, the midpoint of falling flank of the
capnogram could be approximated to the instant the fresh gas is supplied i.e.
at the inspiratory phase shift. However, at the end of an expiration, some CO2

particles are trapped in the tubings between the sensors and the Y-piece, see
Figure 19, and are rebreathed to the patient once the fresh gas are deployed.
These particles are thus not eligible to be considered expired CO2.
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Figure 19: Depicts the connection between the mainstream sensor and sidestream with
the Y-piece. The volume between the sidestream and Y-piece are 8 ml and between
mainstream and Y-piece 14 ml. A corresponds to the point where the patient flow are
estimated by the anaesthesia machine.

When the phase shift, indicating an inspiration occur, the capnographs will
for a certain time be exposed to the gas trapped in the tubes from the previous
breath. Consequentially, a delay must be introduced which corresponds to the
fixed distance between each sensor and the flow estimate, point A in Figure 19.
In the setup used in this thesis, the volume between the sidestream sampling
tube and A was 8 ml, and to the mainstream capnostat 14 ml. In order to
determine for how long the capnograms must be delayed, the inspiratory flow
is integrated and the indices corresponding to 8 and 14 ml are found. Using
these indices, the falling flank midpoints of the capnographs are moved from the
phase shift accordingly. In Figure 20, a typical flow profile for a breath cycle is
depicted, where positive flow indicates flow from the patient to the anaesthesia
system and negative the opposite. The inspiratory flow are shown in the lower
plot, and the lines indicates where the flow have passed 8 and 14 ml respectively.
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Figure 20: The upper graph depicts the flow profile of a breathing cycle, expiration to
inspiration. The lower graph is zoomed in at the inspiration, with two lines representing
the indices corresponding to 8 and 14 ml.

2.5 Evaluating results

To evaluate the results produced by the different methods used for estimating
a mainstream capnogram, the estimates were compared with the mainstream
signal, considered the benchmark. The difference between the mainstream and
sidestream estimates was calculated for each breath of a sequence by subtracting
the mainstream and the sidestream capnogram, point by point. The accumu-
lated difference for each breath in the sequence was used to calculate the RMS
error:

RMS =

√∑
DifferenceMainstreamSidestream2

nrofBreaths
(7)

Each RMS value for every method were stored and used to evaluate the
performance.
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Moreover, in order to further analyse the results, the calculated ϕ̃CO2 was
evaluated in the same manner. The ϕ̃CO2 was calculated as depicted in chapter
2.4 for each breath for mainstream and the estimates produced by the FFNN,
RNN and Sigmoid methodology, and a RMS of the accumulated error of the
calculated flow are produced and stored for evaluation.

Finally, a view of how well the benchmark fared in terms of estimating the
correct CO2 flow was analysed.
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3 Results

Figure 21 depicts an example of a breath after being processed, in this case the
FFNN transfer method. The magenta curve is the estimated capnogram and
cyan the mainstream capnogram and they have been positioned in the manner
explained in chapter 2.4. The green line is the phase shifting from expiration
to inspiration, the dark blue the patient flow and the dashed curves is the CO2

flow estimated by the sidestream and mainstream accordingly. The black curve
represents the accumulated error between the estimated CO2 flow.

Figure 21: Visualisation of a breath going through the processing. The cyan curve
represents the mainstream signal and magenta the CO2 estimation using a FFNN.
The dark blue line represents patient flow and the dashed cyan and magenta lines are
the CO2 flow estimate for mainstream and FFNN respectively. The vertical green line
represents the phase shift from expiration to inspiration. Each curve is individually
scaled, however the time axis is same for all curves.
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3.1 Sidestream CO2 to Mainstream CO2 Transformation
Evaluation

In order to evaluate the transformation methods, the Logistic Sigmoid function,
the RNN and the FFNN, the RMS error each method produces when compared
with the measured mainstream was calculated. In Figure 22, each breath for
all sequences is compared with the mainstream breath by subtracting the main-
stream by the transformed sidestream breath. The accumulated difference is
stored and for each sequence, the RMS is calculated as

RMS =

√
x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 + · · · + x2

n

n
(8)

where x1,2,3···n are the accumulated error relative to the mainstream for each
breath, and n are the number of breath in the sequence. n = 50 for all sequences
in the validation data.

In Figure 22 the resulting RMS error is presented for the Sigmoid, RNN and
FFNN methodology.

Figure 22: RMS error of the difference of the curvature between the mainstream and
the estimation methods.

In Figure 23 a boxplot of the data in Figure 22 is presented. On each box,
the central line indicate the RMS median error, and the bottom and top edges
of the box illustrates the 25th and 75th percentiles respectively. The whiskers
encapsulates the extreme data points excluding points considered outliers.
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Figure 23: Box plot of the data in Figure 22.
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Figure 22 and Figure 23 depicts the relation of how similar the shape of the
capnogram is between the mainstream data and the estimated data. However,
one weakness of the comparison is that the entire breath is weighted equally,
while in fact the end product i.e. the flow multiplied with the CO2 estimate is of
more interest. In Figure 24, the ϕ̃CO2

has been calculated by multiplying patient
flow and the capnogram and used the difference between sidestream estimated
CO2 with the mainstream to produce a RMS flow comparison. Including the
patient flow introduces a bias to the flanks of the capnogram as the flow is
approximately 0 elsewhere. In Figure 21 a accumulated CO2 flow difference are
represented.

Figure 24: RMS error of the difference of the CO2 estimated flow between the main-
stream and the estimation methods.

A boxplot equivalent of Figure 24 are presented in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Box plot of the data in Figure 23.
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The FFNN produces the lowest median error, smallest spread and best over-
all performance compared to the Sigmoid and RNN methods, for both RMS
error comparisons. The RNN produces significant outliers and have the high-
est error and largest spread. The Sigmoid method yields similar results as the
FFNN in the CO2 difference plot, though with slightly larger spread and larger
median. However, when calculating the RMS CO2 flow, the spread increases,
indicating that the width of the capnogram varies considerably.

3.2 Using Mainstream CO2 sensor as Benchmark

The transformation evaluation in chapter 3.1 assumes that the mainstream sig-
nal can be considered the benchmark. In order to sanity check both the exper-
imental setup and performance of the mainstream capnograph, the estimated
CO2 minute flow was calculated using the mainstream capnograph with 14 ml
volumetric delay for all sequences for every validation measurement. The ϕ̃CO2

was calculated using the method depicted in chapter 2.4. In Figure 26 the re-
sults are presented as box plots where every box is calculated using the last 20
breaths in every sequence. The first 30 breaths are discarded in order to let the
system stabilise between each ventilatory setting. The ID of each measurement
is indicated with the white-gray pattern in the graph and in Table 3, each mea-
surements range and type can be found. For a detailed summary of the specific
setting for each sequence, please refer to Appendix C.
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Figure 26: Mainstream box plot of CO2 estimation. Input CO2 flow is 100
mlCO2/min.

Measurements
ID Type Range
1 Tidal Volume* [ml] 300-600
2 Respiratory Rate*[Breaths/min] 5-35
3 Inspiration:Expiration* [ratio] 3:1 - 1:2
4 Respiratory Rate [Breaths/min] 10-40
5 Inspiration:Expiration [ratio] 3:1 - 1:3
6 Fresh Gas [%] 20 - 10
7 PEEP PAP [cmH2O] 5-15, 5-15
8 InspRiseTime [s] 0, 20
9 Respiratory Rate [Breaths/min] 10-35
10 Inspiration:Expiration [ratio] 3:1, 1:3
11 PEEP PAP[cmH2O] 5-15, 5-15
12 Respiratory Rate[Breaths/min] 12 - 42
13 PEEP PAP[cmH2O] 4-12, 4-12

Table 3: * Volume Control. The other measurements were performed in Pressure

Control. For a full description of each ID, see Appendix C.
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There is an apparent offset of approximately 25 mlCO2/min between the
estimated flow and the actual flow which was 100 mlCO2/min. There is also
a variability within several IDs. One can note that the gradually increasing
pattern as seen in ID4, ID9 and ID10 are all measurements where the RR
is gradually increasing. ID7, ID11 and ID13 have the most internal spread
within the measurement and are all based on the PEEP-PAP variable pattern.
Common to all these three IDs are that there are two boxes considerably lower
in these measurements, and they correspond to the largest pressure change.

In the same manner, the box plots of the estimation method providing closest
performance compared to the mainstream, the FFNN are shown in Figure 27.
The IDs are identical with the data used for mainstream evaluation.

Figure 27: CO2 flow estimates of FFNN method. Input CO2 flow are 100 mlCO2/min.

Finally, Figure 26 and Figure 27 are combined in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: The benchmark and FFNN boxplots plotter together. The blue boxes
are the mainstream capnograph CO2 flow estimates and the red are the Feed
Forward Neural Network estimate.

While the offset seems to be greater using the FFNN methodology, the same
pattern is apparent particularly when studying RR related IDs and PEEP-PAP
related IDs. The variability between each box within an ID is however greater.

3.3 Results when ventilating the FRC test lung with a
Servo-i Ventilator

In order to sanity check the experimental setup, measurements using a Servo-i
Ventilator ventilating the same experimental setup was performed. The mea-
sured patient flow by the ventilator was used combined with the mainstream
CO2 in order to calculate ϕ̃CO2

. The differences between these measurements
and those performed with the Flow-i are thus limited to the Servo-i measured
patient flow and that the mainstream capnogram is synchronised with it. The
resulting estimated CO2 flow is presented in Figure 29, with the settings used
on the Servo-i presented in Table 4.
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Figure 29: Box plot of the estimated CO2 flow for mainstream with a Servo-i patient
flow
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ID 1
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 11 20 30 20 1:2
2 15 11 20 15 1:2
3 5 11 10 10 1:2
4 15 11 10 5 1:2

ID 2
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

5 PC 5 11 6 30 20 1:2

ID 3
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

6 PC 5 11 10 30 20 1:2
7 PC 10 11 10 1:2
8 PC 5 11 20 1:2
9 PC 10 11 20 1:2

Table 4: Settings used for Servo-i measurements

When using a Servo-i to ventilate the FRC test lung, the ϕ̃CO2
is close to

the true CO2 flow of 100 ml/min, within 10 % accuracy. The same mainstream
capnograph and experimental setup were used, meaning that the remaining
main difference being the patient flow estimate between the Servo-i and the
Flow-i.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Pump Flow

The exploration of using an estimation of the pump flow with the aim of utilising
the information in pump flow variations to reconstruct the appearance of the
CO2-curve is of interest however not fully explored. The assumption was that for
each CO2-particle, one could compensate for the time the individual particle had
been delayed, given a high resolution knowledge of the pump flow. The problem
is however that the integrated pump flow measure at 2 Hz, and so a pump flow
signal measured or estimated with higher frequency would be needed.

In order to achieve an estimate, the hypothesis was that the pump flow
and pressure settings is closely related and system identification was deployed
in different ways to estimate the flow. One of the largest problems was that
the measured flow with the experimental setup used was noisy. A possible
explanation could be that the flow in direct junction with the sidestream adaptor
are turbulent and thus produces noise. The TSI flow meter would perhaps
experience less turbulence if placed further away from the sidestream adaptor,
possibly by the inlet of the tube to the Flow-i. Additionally, a different flow
meter could be used to try to reduce the noise.

Furthermore, the approach of using the pump flow to dedistort and align the
data are possibly too simplified, which were one of the reasons the method was
not investigated further. The assumption does not consider the possible diffusion
through the sampling tube and also assumes a uniform pump flow throughout
the entire sampling line. This is most likely not the case as the sampling path
passes several flow restrictions and through various tubing dimensions within
the sampling line.

The methodology does however pose an approach that differ significantly
from the networks and sigmoid approach and could be interesting to revisit.
The pump flow is particularly influenced by measurements with large pressure
swings, and is not always set to 200 ml/min. In neonates, the pump flow are
significantly lowered and consequentially could be more influenced by the pump
flow variation.

4.2 Examination of Sidestream to Mainstream CO2 esti-
mation methods

The three remaining transformation methods, the sigmoid, FFNN and the RNN
were evaluated by comparing the RMS error values when compared with the
mainstream benchmark. The FFNN closest resembles the mainstream, produc-
ing smallest variation and lowest median RMS error. The network uses a sliding
window large enough to encapsulate one flank, 41 input nodes, which seem to
be enough information to estimate an adequate estimated mainstream capno-
gram. One could however consider to use a network archetype with even larger
windows, however the computing costs must be contemplated.

The RNN produces worst RMS results of the three methods investigated.
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The reasons behind it could be numerous, and RNNs are challenging to train [8].
The RNN method is likely possible to further improve upon, possibly altering
the architecture or training method. The recurrent networks are particularly
powerful for applications when there is temporal information such as during text
or speech recognition but is possibly unnecessarily complex for this application.

When analysing the data used to estimate the sigmoid function, a clear
relation between the slopes of the capnograms could be observed, and the esti-
mated slopes are well estimated using this method. However, the plateau time
relationship has been harder to establish. The best relationship found is the
linear relation depending on the RR setting used, Figure 14, but is an imperfect
relationship with variation impacting the Sigmoid performance as seen in par-
ticularly RMS flow error comparison. Furthermore, the I:E relationship have
been set to 1:2 for all data used when analysing the plateau time, as it directly
impacts the relationship between the capnogram plateau time and the inspi-
ratory time. Altering the setting should not influence the quota relationship
between main and sidestream plateau time but must be investigated further.

Another weakness with the model used is that the plateau are assumed to
be flat, in many clinical cases the capnogram plateau is in fact inclined. The
model would therefore have to be improved further, for instance adding an
incline parameter based on the raw sidestream signal curvature.

The main attraction of the sigmoid method is its simplicity and possibility
to tweak details, unlike a black box neural network. By combining the strengths
of the sigmoid, particularly the slopes and perhaps an incline parameter with
a plateau time estimate through a neural network, a more lightweight and ad-
justable estimation method could be developed.

4.3 Benchmark Performance

The comparisons between the three methods are based on the assumption that
the benchmark, i.e the mainstream capnograph, is valid. When looking at the
ϕ̃CO2

using the benchmark, there is a substantial offset from 100 ml/min to
the estimated flow. Offsets are however often manageable by using a scaling
factor but the main problem would remain, being the dispersion within the
measurements. The cause of the scattering must first be identified and solved
before moving on to improvements on networks or other estimating methods.

In order to identify the cause of this behaviour, a sanity check using a ven-
tilator in the same laboratory setup was performed. The difference between
the two setups were then limited to a different patient flow source and the fact
that the mainstream CO2 signal is aligned with the flow as they are measured
simultaneously. The resulting ϕ̃CO2 is significantly improved when using the
ventilator, which indicates that the experimental setup is solid and that the
mainstream capnograph can be considered a benchmark.

The remaining error component, the suspected weak link in the estimating
chain, consists of the patient flow estimate by the Flow-i machine. The patient
flow is estimated using a combination of pressure sensors and a flow sensor in
both Servo-i and Flow-i though the Flow-i patient flow is more complex as the
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internal volume are larger and more sensors are involved in the estimation. The
fact that the Flow-i patient flow estimate might be a weak link is somewhat
surprising, as for instance the delivered tidal volume is considered to closely
agree with the integrated patient flow. However, there might be weaknesses in
the shape and/or the timing of the flow profile which would greatly affect the
ϕ̃CO2 though not necessarily the delivered tidal volume.

4.4 Goals

The goals of the thesis were to identify sources of error in the signal acquisi-
tion and/or preprocessing stages and to propose a solution in order to improve
the estimation of CO2 flow. The largest source of error is a suspected discrep-
ancy between the real patient flow and the flow profile produced by the Flow-i
anaesthesia delivery system. Pump flow are also considered a source of error as
the pump flow variations influence the CO2 signals produced. The variability
increase as the pressure swings in the system increases. In neonate cases, the
pump flow are set to a lower rate and the volumes are smaller, and will likely
become a greater source of error than in the adult case.

The author of this thesis proposes an investigation of how well the patient
flow produced by the Flow-i match a measurement of a different flow sensor.
Given that the flow issue can be resolved, several capnographic flow estimation
methods are promising, for instance the Feed Forward Neural Network trained
are performing quite well and a combination of a sigmoid model and a net-
work could be a lightweight estimation alternative for mainstream equivalent
performance.

4.5 Future Work

In order to further assess the feasibility to use sidestream to accurately estimate
the CO2 flow, suggestions for the next step are listed in this section.

4.5.1 Patient Flow estimation

The weakest link in the CO2 flow estimating chain is a suspected discrepancy
between the patient flow provided by the Flow-i and the factual flow profile. One
way to investigate the patient flow would be to place a flow meter as close as
possible to the Y-piece and compare. It would also be interesting to see how well
the benchmark and network performs using data from this alternative source.
Furthermore, the performance of the alignment method explained in chapter 2.6
could be investigated using the Servo-i setup by purposely de-synchronise the
CO2 and the patient flow and then use the developed synchronisation procedure
to evaluate those.

4.5.2 Pump Flow Estimation revisited

The high resolution pump flow estimation method could be interesting to revisit.
The setup could be slightly altered in order to mitigate some of the noise,
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possibly by moving the TSI-flow meter to the opposite end of the sampling
tube, or try an alternative flow sensor.

4.5.3 Computational costs

Assuming that the issues of inner dispersion within the CO2 flow estimates are
solvable, the computational costs of the estimating methods must be considered.
The sigmoid modelling methodology have certain strengths and does not require
heavy computations, and could possibly be combined with for instance a network
in order to minimise the computational load.

4.5.4 Neonatal patients

How well the methodology can be applied in neonates must be investigated.
Neonates poses additional difficulties as the respiratory rates are significantly
higher, volumes smaller and the pump flow are lower. It is possible that neonates
require a separate signal processing methodology and particularly the pump flow
variation are larger in neonates which could require extra attention.

A method for estimation for ϕ̃CO2
in neonates are however not relevant to

work on until the simpler case of adult lungs can be solved with satisfactory
results.
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5 Conclusion

Four different methods have been evaluated for CO2 flow estimation. The Feed
Forward neural network provides closet resemblance with the mainstream capno-
graph. The sigmoid modelling can be used to estimate the slopes of the capno-
gram however a stable estimate for plateau time are difficult to obtain. A future
combination of neural network and sigmoid or equivalent grey box method could
potentially provide a light weight estimate of ϕCO2

. The pump flow could re-
quire additional attention, particularly in neonate lungs.

Through comparisons with a Servo-i ventilator, the experimental setup and
data acquisition procedure are deemed sound, however concerns of the quality
of patient flow estimate by the Flow-i are raised. The next step would be to
investigate the patient flow data in Flow-i anaesthesia systems with means of
comparisons with external flow meters.

The thesis goal were to identify sources of error in the signal acquisition or
preprocessing stages, and to propose a solution to improve the CO2 estimation.
The goals are deemed fulfilled as the thesis identified the patient flow and the
pump flow as suspected sources of error and have several estimation methods
that could improve the CO2 estimate given an accurate patient flow profile.

An adequate method of using sidestream data combined with patient flow
in a Flow-i are however not found, with the suspected main weak link being the
patient flow estimate.
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Appendices

A Appendices - Literature Study

A.1 Basic respiratory physiology

Breathing is the act of inhalation and exhalation of air in order to supply the cells
of the body with oxygen, and to remove CO2 produced by cellular metabolism.
The gas exchange is performed through diffusion between air in the alveoli and
the blood in the lung capillaries. The oxygen enriched blood is transported
through the arteries to the cells where oxygen is released and carbon dioxide
removed as part of the cellular metabolism.

Inspiration is an active process where the main breathing muscles, the di-
aphragm and the intercostal muscles, contract which expands the lung volume.
The added volume corresponding to a normal inspiration is called the tidal vol-
ume (VT ). The change in volume decreases the pressure in the lungs which
ensues a flow of air to the lungs. Expiration is an passive action, the respiratory
muscles relax and the elastic tissue in the lungs naturally contracts, thus cre-
ating a pressure gradient in the lungs which forces air out through the airways
[9]. The minute ventilation, V̇ is defined as:

V̇ = VT ·RR

with RR representing the Respiratory Rate, breaths per minute. However, a
certain partition of the tidal volume does not reach the alveoli as it is trapped
in the airways. This volume is called dead space VD, meaning that the minute
volume of the alveoli ventilation can be calculated as

V̇A = RR(VT − VD)

This is of interest as it means that for certain alveoli ventilation, a decrease in
tidal volume cannot be compensated by a proportionally higher RR. This has
practical implications during artificial breathing by for instance a ventilator,
as the dead space typically increases as the patients breathing pathways are
lengthened by breathing tubes to the machine [9].

A.1.1 Blood gases

The net effect of the respiration and circulation can be determined by mea-
suring oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in the blood. Under normal
circumstances, each breath is of 1 atm pressure (approximately 101 kPa) and
humidified by steam of partial pressure 6 kPa in the airways. The remaining
gases in the inspiratory volume are thus 101-6 = 95 kPa. Air contains approx-
imately 21 % O2 and virtually 0 % CO2, meaning that the partial pressure of
oxygen is 21 % of 95 kPa = 20 kPa. The oxygen diffuses into the capillaries
from the alveoli and are replaced by carbon dioxide of partial pressure 5 kPa.
The partial pressure of O2 and CO2 are hence approximately 15 kPa and 5
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kPa respectively [9]. CO2 moves relatively freely between the capillaries and
alveoli, and so the exhaled amount of carbon dioxide closely corresponds with
the arterial concentration [9]. As carbon dioxide levels in the blood are closely
associated with the pH level of the blood, it is of vital importance that the CO2

levels are regulated appropriately. The level of CO2 alters very closely with
breathing changes such as higher or lower respiratory rate or changed minute
tidal volumes, and are thus normally controlled by alteration of breathing pat-
terns [10]. The physiological normal range for CO2 are 35 to 45 mm Hg, or
approximately 4.7 kPa to 6 kPa [11].

A.2 Anaesthesia Delivery Systems

The use of anaesthesia machines have been common critical care practice since
the early 20th century, and though patient safety has been immensely improved,
the main working principles remain the same [12]. The purpose of the machine
is to supply a mixture of essential medical gases and anaesthetic agents, and
ensuring adequate ventilation of the patient [13]. The anaesthetic agents induce
a loss of consciousness, relieving the patient from pain, anxiety and memory of
medical procedures, and acts as a muscle relaxant. To ensure adequate patient
ventilation during operations, an endotracheal tube is often used, establishing
a reliable pathway for gas supply and extraction. During anaesthesia, the pa-
tient is monitored by anaesthesiologists whom ensure that the patient are at an
appropriate sedation level and properly ventilated during the procedure.

A.2.1 Mechanical overview

The machine is supplied by medical gasses, namely O2, N2O and medical air,
commonly through wall outlets located at Operating Rooms (ORs). A schematic
overview of the machine can be seen in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Anaesthesia mechanical circuit. Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature: Springer eBook Anesthesia Machine p.47 P. M. Singh, D. Shah et.al, 2015

The gas supply is first depressurised through the pressure reducing valve, and
is then fed to a flowmeter. The valve is designed to control and deliver the
flow of the gases to the gas outlet [13]. Next, the gas mixture is transported
through the vaporiser, which contains a liquefied anaesthetic agent. The liquid
is vaporised in a highly controlled manner and added to the fresh gas flow, at a
concentration set by an anaesthesiologist.

For most modern anaesthesia systems, a partial rebreathing circuit is used,
see Figure 31, as this enables recycling of expensive anaesthetic agents [14]. Re-
breathing circuits are connected in an unidirectional loop, where CO2 produced
by the patient is filtered out using a carbon dioxide absorber, and enriched
by oxygenated gas from the fresh gas inlet. To ensure the unidirectional gas
flow, check valves are placed in the circuit [9]. The gas surplus is extracted
through a scavenger system (PEEP valve) which safely removes the excess from
the patient and practitioners [13]. In this circuit, a ventilator is also commonly
coupled, which is responsible for delivering the correct tidal volume to and from
the patient.
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Figure 31: Circle Breathing system. Reprinted from An introduction to Anaesthesia,
p.47 Maquet Getinge Critical Care, n.d,

A.3 Ventilators in Anaesthesia systems

The ventilator has long been a crucial part of intensive care and is commonly
a part of the anaesthesia systems. The ventilator is responsible to deliver ad-
equate amount of oxygen and dispose carbon dioxide. Wrong settings may
lead to respiratory acidosis or alkalosis [9]. There are two types of ventilatory
modes, assisted breathing or controlled breathing. Assisted breathing operates
as a support mode to the patient, where the patients own respiratory efforts
are complemented by an extra workload performed by the ventilator. When
using controlled breathing mode, the entire respiratory efforts are taken over
by the machine, and the patients respiratory efforts are subdued through slight
overventilation or pharmaceuticals.

A ventilator needs sophisticated monitoring functions in order for the oper-
ator to be able to set the correct settings. A ventilator is typically equipped
with flow sensors, pressure sensors, O2 and CO2 sensors, all of which continu-
ously records and monitor patient data in order to allow the practitioner to set
the correct settings for any given patient. The gas sensors monitors important
respiratory gases such as oxygen and carbon dioxide which are strong indicators
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of respiratory status.

A.4 Capnography

Capnography is the noninvasive monitoring of carbon dioxide concentration of
exhaled gas commonly by means of infrared absorption by CO2 [15]. There are
two types of capnographs used in clinical practice, sidestream and mainstream
sensors. A mainstream capnograph are placed proximally to the patient, be-
tween the tracheal tube and the Y-piece, which allows for a swift response to
the exhaled CO2 signal [2]. The technique does however have drawbacks such
as that the heating of the capnograph cell, in order to prevent condensation
on the chamber window, can cause discomfort to patients. The added weight
posed by the sensor on the gas supply line also increase the risk of tracheal tube
dislocation. The mainstream capnograph require additional calibration. Hence,
the mainstream capnogram is mainly used in Intensive Care Units (ICU) rather
than in Operating Rooms (OR) [2].

The most commonly used capnograph used in ORs is utilising the sidestream
technique, where gas sampling are continuously being extracted through a sam-
pling tube using a sampling pump flow rate, commonly 200 ml/min [15]. This
technique has the advantage of being able to analyse multiple types of gases and
is easily manageable as it integrated in the anaesthesia delivery system and does
not require a separate calibration routine. The sidestream technique handle the
humidity produced by the patient by using a nafion tube which transfers mois-
ture to a water trap located by the gas analyser in the anaesthesia machine.
Sidestream capnography however has drawbacks such as signal delay due to the
time required for the gas to reach the gas analyser through the sidestream tube,
and distortion of the steepness of the rising and falling flank of the capnogram
due to convection and diffusion of the gas sample [16].

The capnographs commonly display their results in a capnogram, which is
the partial carbon dioxide pressure (PCO2) plotted against time. The capno-
gram can be divided into four typical phases, see Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Capnogram representation.
Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature: Critical Care Carbon dioxide
kinetics and capnography during critical
care, C. T Anderson, P.H Breen, Jan 1,
2000

Figure 33: Gas exchange. Reprinted by
permission from Springer Nature: Critical
Care Carbon dioxide kinetics and
capnography during critical care, C. T
Anderson, P.H Breen, Jan 1, 2000

Phase I corresponds to the inspiratory phase where fresh gas is supplied
to the patient. Virtually no CO2 is present in this gas mixture. Phase II is
the expiratory rising flank, corresponds to the transition between anatomic and
alveolar gas compartments. Phase III represents the pure alveolar gas mixture
left once CO2 from the respiratory airways have been washed out. Phase IV
is the inspiratory falling flank, which correspond to the inhalation of fresh gas
supply, free of CO2 [5] [17]. The last sample of Phase III is called End Tidal
Partial pressure CO2 (PETCO2) and is commonly used to estimate the alveolar
partial CO2 concentration, PACO2. PACO2 can, assuming no diffusion effect
of CO2, be considered equal to the PCO2 of arterial blood (PaCO2) see Figure
33 [5].

A.4.1 Mainstream compared to Sidestream technique

Though the use of sidestream techniques are most common in anaesthesia sys-
tems, its accuracy compared to that of a mainstream capnograph is disputed.
As previously stated, the sidestream technique has several drawbacks: a time
delay between the expiration and the sensed sidestream signal, some occurrence
of axial mixing and a variable suction pump flow. These factors leads to a
distortion of the CO2 concentration curve and will thus yield different results
compared with a mainstream capnograph. Several previous studies have tried
to quantify the difference between the techniques, though with slightly different
scopes.

McEvedy et al. [3] investigated how well PETCO2 data obtained by sidestream
and mainstream capnometers, located distally and proximally to the patient,
could estimate arterial PCO2. The study collected blood gas data and PETCO2

from 20 intubated and ventilated neonates. The total delay time and rise time
of the sidestream capnometer with a pump flow of 150 ml · min−1 with 1 m
sampling tube was measured to 0.85s by measuring the response time to a
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CO2 step-wise concentration change. Blood samples were extracted and anal-
ysed before and after the sidestream and mainstream sensors were inserted in
the breathing circuit. The sidestream and mainstream capnometer data was
recorded simultaneously digitally to a two-channel recorder, and the sidestream
was also relocated to record data proximally to the patient during the procedure.
The end-expiratory plateu of the capnograph was recorded as the PETCO2 in
mmHg. In cases where the plateu was absent, the peak value of the CO2 graph
was noted as the PETCO2 for that breath. The findings was then statistically
accepted of P < 0.05. Regression analysis between the PaCO2 and the three
recordings were determined by least square methodology.

McEvedy et al. findings concluded that distal PETCO2 recorded by a
sidestream capnometer yield accurate estimates for PaCO2 values for neonates,
however sidestream capnometers placed proximal to the patient did not. PETCO2

measured by the mainstream sensor approximated PaCO2 closely as well. The
study found that though it has been suggested that a plateau is required to
estimate accurate PETCO2, estimating the peak value as the PETCO2 was
an adequate estimate for PaCO2. There were absences of platues in both the
sidestream and mainstream capnometers, likely due to the high respiratory rate
and small tidal volumes produced by neonates. The conclusion of the study is
that PETCO2 obtained by both distal sidestream and mainstream capnograms
may be used to estimate PaCO2 in critically ill neonates.

Balogh et al. [2] aimed to validate the ability of the sidestream technique
to yield adequate bedside information regarding uneven alveolar emptying and
ventilation-perfusion missmatch, i.e. ratio of the amount of air reaching the
alveoli per minute. Balogh et al. were hence not only investigating the end tidal
CO2 value, they also investigated the capnograph properties, such as shape and
area under curve, that can reliably be used to quantify bedside information by
assessing the data from a sidestream capnometer. The authors stated that it
was not clear which factors sidestream capnography can determine as well as a
mainstream capnometer can.

The method used to assess the capabilities of the sidestream techniques were
similar to the one used by McEvedy. 29 patients undergoing cardiac surgery were
enrolled in the study, anaesthesized and mechanically ventilated. The breathing
circuit was designed in order for the sidestream and mainstream capnometers
to record simultaneously from approximately the same sampling site, which
was done by connecting the sidestream capnograph directly downstream of the
mainstream capnograph, between the Y-piece and the tracheal tube. The data
from the capnometers and the ventilatory flow were recorded simultaneously
and then analyzed on custom made software. To compensate for the time de-
lay posed by the sampling tube and pump flow, a CO2 stepwise concentration
maneauver was ensued similar to the approach used by McEvedy. Volumetric
carbon dioxide values obtained by the sidestream and mainstream capnograph
were also calculated, by calculating the area under the volumetric capnogram
curves, i.e. carbon dioxide concentration plotted against volume.
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Figure 34: Sidestream and Mainstream capnogram, plotted against time (top) and
tidal volume (bottom). Reprinted from British Journal of Anaesthesia, Vol 117, A.L
Balogh et.al, Capnogram slope and ventilation dead space parameters: comparison
of mainstream and sidestream techniques, p.109-117 Copyright 2016, with permission
from Elsevier

A typical time and volumetric side and mainstream capnographs obtained by
Balogh et al. are shown in Figure 34. The sidestream flanks are considerably dis-
torted compared to the quicker mainstream sensor which results in a lower area
under the sidestream capnogram. The value of the end tidal CO2 are however
closely estimated by either technique which agrees well with earlier findings from
for instance McEvedy. The study concluded that capnograms obtained by the
sidestream technique does indeed yield reliable results for measuring PETCO2

and time and volumetric Phase III slopes which means that sidestream is an
adequate tool for quantification alveolar ventilation and ventilatory-perfusion
mismatch. However, when studying phase II slope and the rate of CO2 elim-
ination i.e. area under the volumetric capnograph, sidestream technique does
not suffice. In these cases, Balogh et al. claims that a mainstream volumetric
capnography is required.

A.4.2 Volumetric Capnography

The standard capnograph does not yield any volumetric information but rather
an exhaled CO2 partial pressure against time. It has been shown that PAECO2,
volume averaged alveolar PCO2, is a better estimate of PACO2 than PETCO2 as
the latter is simply measured as the last PCO2 data sampled at phase III [5]. The
volumetric capnograph enable identification of additional information, which is
necessary to determine different types of anatomical sources of CO2, which can
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help a physician to understand pathological processes [17]. A relatively new
technique is the use of Volumetric Capnography (Vcap), where expirated CO2

and flow are measured simultaneously. The volume CO2 exhaled with one single
breath, VCO2br, are obtained by multiplication of the integrated airway flow
and PCO2 data over one whole inspiratory cycle are, in junction with PAECO2,
believed to have the potential to become important clinical parameters [5]. C.
Andersson and P. Breen [5] found that VCO2br detects and follows detainment
of CO2 in lungs with nonsteady state conditions, whereas PETCO2 could not
accurately depict PaCO2 during the same challenging clinical conditions. This is
explained by the fact that PETCO2 does not take exhaled volume nor curvature
form into account.

In addition, several studies has been published in recent years regarding the
possibility to estimate different types of dead space (alveolar, airway and phys-
iological) using volumetric capnography [17][18]. Measurement of dead space
has important value in diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic applications [17].
The volumetric capnographs curve can be divided in phases, similar to that of a
typical time - concentration capnograph depicted in Figure 32, with each phase
corresponding to exhaled volume from different compartments of the respiratory
system [18]. The first phase represents volume from the airways not in contact
with the alveoli and are thus free of carbon dioxide. The second phase repre-
sents tidal volume from regions in transition between anatomic and alveolar gas
compartments. The third and final phase represent pure alveolar gas and are
considered a good estimate of PaCO2 [17].

Though Volumetric capnography has been shown to have great potential to
provide interesting parameters such as physiological and alveolar dead spaces
on a breath by breath basis non-invasively, the usage of volumetric capnographs
are seldom used in the OR. One reason for this could be that the volumetric
capnography technique is a fairly unexplored field of study [17], and another
could be that the sidestream capnographs are most common, and concerns has
been raised whether the accuracy of a sidestream sensor is sufficient for a volu-
metric approach, and the added complexity of time delays [2].
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B Appendix - Protocols Training Data

ID 1
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 11 20 21 20 1:2
2 15 11 20 1:2
3 5 11 10 1:2
4 15 11 10 1:2
5 5 5 20 1:2
6 15 5 20 1:2
7 5 5 10 1:2
8 15 5 10 1:2

ID 2
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 15 5 20 21 20 1:2
2 15 5 10 1:2
3 5 5 20 1:2
4 5 11 20 1:2
5 15 11 20 1:2
6 5 5 10 1:2
7 5 11 10 1:2
8 15 11 10 1:2

ID 3
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 3 8 25 21 20 1:2
2 10 8 25 1:2
3 3 3 15 1:2
4 10 3 15 1:2
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ID 4
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 7 13 15 100 1:2
2 12 13 15 100 1:2
3 7 7 12 100 1:2
4 12 7 12 100 1:2

ID 5
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 20 15 100 1:2
2 5 12 15 100 1:2
3 5 4 15 100 1:2
4 5 7 15 100 1:2

ID 6
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 15 21 20 1:2
2 5 10 15 50 1:2
3 5 10 15 100 1:2
4 5 10 15 30 1:2

ID 7
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
Tidal Vol-
ume [l]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 VC 5 0.3 15 30 20 1:2
2 5 0.4 15 1:2
3 5 0.5 15 1:2
4 5 0.6 15 1:2
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ID 8
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
Tidal Vol-
ume [l]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 VC 5 0.45 5 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 1:2
3 5 15 1:2
4 5 20 1:2
5 5 25 1:2
6 5 30 1:2
7 5 35 1:2
8 5 40 1:2

ID 9
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 12 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 17 1:2
3 5 10 22 1:2
4 5 10 27 1:2
5 5 10 32 1:2
6 5 10 37 1:2
7 5 10 42 1:2

ID 10
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 15 15 1:2
3 5 10 15 10 1:2
4 5 10 15 5 1:2

ID 11
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 3:1
2 5 10 15 2:1
3 5 10 15 1:1
4 5 10 15 1:2
5 5 10 15 1:3
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ID 12
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E Insp
Rise-
time
[s]

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 3:1 0
2 5 10 15 2:1 20
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C Appendix - Protocol Validation

ID 1
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
Tidal Vol-
ume [l]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 VC 5 0.3 15 30 20 1:2
2 5 0.4 15 1:2
3 5 0.5 15 1:2
4 5 0.6 15 1:2

ID 2
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
Tidal Vol-
ume [l]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 VC 5 0.45 5 30 20 1:2
2 5 0.45 10 1:2
3 5 0.45 15 1:2
4 5 0.45 20 1:2
5 5 0.45 25 1:2
6 5 0.45 30 1:2
7 5 0.45 35 1:2
8 5 0.45 40 1:2

ID 3
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
Tidal Vol-
ume [l]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 VC 5 0.45 5 30 20 3:1
2 5 0.45 15 2:1
3 5 0.45 15 1:1
4 5 0.45 15 1:2
5 5 0.45 15 1:3

ID 4
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 10 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 15 1:2
3 5 10 20 1:2
4 5 10 25 1:2
5 5 10 30 1:2
6 5 10 35 1:2
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ID 5
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 3:1
2 5 10 15 2:1
3 5 10 15 1:1
4 5 10 15 1:2
5 5 10 15 1:3

ID 6
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 15 15 1:2
3 5 10 15 10 1:2
4 5 10 15 5 1:2

ID 7
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 5 15 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 15 1:2
3 5 15 15 1:2
4 10 5 15 1:2
5 10 10 15 1:2
6 10 15 15 1:2
7 15 5 15 1:2
8 15 10 15 1:2
9 15 15 15 1:2

ID 8
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E Insp
Rise-
time
[s]

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 3:1 0
2 5 10 15 2:1 20
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ID 9
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 12 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 17 1:2
3 5 10 22 1:2
4 5 10 27 1:2
5 5 10 32 1:2
6 5 10 37 1:2
7 5 10 42 1:2

ID 10
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 15 30 20 3:1
2 5 10 15 15 2:1
3 5 10 15 10 1:2
4 5 10 15 5 1:3

ID 11
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 5 15 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 15 1:2
3 5 15 15 1:2
4 10 5 15 1:2
5 10 10 15 1:2
6 10 15 15 1:2
7 15 5 15 1:2
8 15 10 15 1:2
9 15 15 15 1:2
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ID 12
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 5 10 12 30 20 1:2
2 5 10 17 1:2
3 5 10 22 1:2
4 5 10 27 1:2
5 5 10 32 1:2
6 5 10 37 1:2
7 5 10 42 1:2

ID 13
Sequence Mode PEEP

[cmH2O]
PAP
[cmH2O]

RR
[breath/min]

O2
set-
tings
[%]

Fresh
Gas
flow
[l/min]

I:E

1 PC 4 4 15 30 20 1:2
2 4 8 15 1:2
3 4 12 15 1:2
4 8 4 15 1:2
5 8 8 15 1:2
6 8 12 15 1:2
7 12 4 15 1:2
8 12 8 15 1:2
9 12 12 15 1:2
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